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Abstract. A joint inversion for two-dimensional P-wave
velocity (Vp), P-to-S velocity ratio (Vp/Vs), and earthquake
locations along the San Andreas fault (SAF) in central
California reveals a complex relationshipamong seismicity,

recognized for over 25 years that the epicenters of most
routinely-locatedearthquakesalongthe SAF in the Bear Valley
to Northern Gabilan Range (NGR) section of the central
California tend to lie 2 to 3 km SW of the mappedsurfacetrace

fault zone structure, and the surface fault trace. A zone of low

of the fault [Brown and Lee, 1971].

Vp andhighVp/Vs liesbeneaththe SAF surfacetrace(SAFST),
extending to a depth of about 6 km. Most of the seismic
activity along the SAF occurs at depths of 3 to 7 km in a
southwest-dippingzone that roughly intersectsthe SAFST,
and lies near the southwestedgeof the low Vp and high Vp/Vs

interpreted this offset as a bias due to the neglect of
heterogeneousvelocity structure [Boore and Hill, 1973;
Ellsworth, 1975; Healy and Peake, 1975; Bakun et al., 1980].

zones.

Tests indicate

that models in which this seismic zone

is significantly closer to vertical can be confidently rejected.
A second high Vp/Vs zone extends to the northeast,
apparentlydipping beneaththe Diablo Range. Another zone
of seismicity underlies the northeastportion of this Vp/Vs
high. The high Vp/Vs zonescut acrossareasof very different
Vp values,indicatingthat the high Vp/Vs valuesare due to the
presenceof fluids, not just lithology. The close association
between the zones of high Vp/Vs and seismicity suggestsa
direct involvement of fluids in the faulting process.

Most workers have

From refraction studies, it is known that the rocks of the NGR

(mainly Salinian granites) SW of the SAF have significantly
higher velocities than those of the Diablo Range (mainly
metamo;phosedsedimentaryand volcanic rocks) northeastof
the SAF [Stewart, 1968; Walter and Mooney, 1982]. In
addition, the rocks within the fault zone are slow relative to

the surroundingbasementrocks [Healy and Peake, 1975; Feng
and McEvilly, 1983; Thurber, 1983]. Several studiesin the
Bear Valley area have shownthat the use of stationcorrections
or relatively simple laterally-heterogeneous
velocity models
can yield relocatedepicentersquite closeto the SAFST [Boore
and Hill, 1973; Ellsworth, 1975; Healy and Peake, 1975;
Bakun et al., 1980].
In contrast,Aki and Lee [1976] concludedthat the SW offset

Introduction

of epicentersis real, basedon a one-stepinversionfor hypocenters and velocity structurein Bear Valley. The gravity
Progressin understanding
earthquakes
is limited by the lack
model of Pavoni [1973] in the NGR supportsthis result,with a
of in-situ informationon physicaland chemicalpropertiesand
SW-dippingboundarybetweenthe lower-densityrocks of the
processes
in activefault zones. One of the ongoingdebatesis
fault
zone and the higher-densityGabilangranitesto the SW.
whether the San Andreas fault (SAF) is weak due to high poreOne could argue that the one-stepnature of the Aki and Lee
fluid pressuresor low fault friction [Lachenbruchand Sass,
of the gravity model
1992]. This fundamentaluncertaintyhas led to the proposal [1976] inversionand the nonuniqueness
of Pavoni [1973] lessen the robustness of these results.
to drill into the SAF at seismogenicdepths [Hickman et al.,
1994]. Geophysicalmethodsare also being used to probe However, recent tomographystudiesin central California also
fault zone structure. Fault-zoneguidedwave (FZGW) studies find that the seismicity along the SAF defines a SW-dipping
fault [Dorbath et al., 1996; Lin and Roecker, 1997].
provide the highest-resolution
seismicinformationaboutfault
We have examinedthesequestionsregardingthe structureof
zone structure,but at presentthe modelsare mostlylimited to
the
SAF and the location of seismic activity with respect to
ones with velocity varying perpendicularto the fault only.
Modeling of FZGW's generatedby earthquakesand explosions the SAFST using data from a combinedpassive and active
on the SAF [Li et al., 1990; Li et al., 1997] suggeststhat the seismic array experiment carried out in the NGR area. An
additional motivation for this study is in relation to the
fault zone is about 500 m wide, with a 100 to 160 m inner
proposed
program for deep scientific drilling into the SAF
"core layer" and 350 to 400 m "transitionlayer." Magnetotelluric imaging of the SAF at Parkfield, CA, yields a similar [Hickman et al., 1994]. Although this sectionof the SAF is
model, with a zone ~500 m wide of very low resistivity not the primarycandidatefor drilling,our studymay be useful
extendingto a depthof at least 3 km [Unsworthet al., 1997]; for designing seismic imaging studiesof locked portions of
the SAF. The NGR area has the advantage of abundant
the low-resistivity zone is interpretedto be fluid-rich.
seismicity that improves our imaging capability, especially
The relationshipbetweenthe SAF surfacetrace(SAFST) and
with regard to the S-wave velocity structure.
the seismicity at depth is also uncertain. It has been
We deployed an array of 48 IRIS-PASSCAL seismic
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instruments in the NGR area from mid-November

1994 to late

May 1995 (Figure 1) for recording of local earthquakes. In
addition, we carried out an active seismic experiment in May
1995, consisting of 13 shots and about 200 stations
distributedalong 3 profiles, plus the passivearray sites. This
suite of local earthquakeand explosionseismogramsis used
for high-resolution,two-dimensional(2D) imaging of Vp and
Vp/Vs structurealong the SAF zone.
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Figure 1. Map of USGS network stations (large triangles),
passive array stations (medium triangles), refraction profile
sites (small triangles), and shot locations (stars) for the
active-sourceexperiment, mapped (solid lines) and inferred
(dashed lines) faults, and USGS (open circles) and our final
locations (filled circles) for the earthquakes used in the
inversion. The index map indicatesthe studyarea location.

Inversion Method, Results, and Tests
The modeling approach used is based on the iterative
damped-least-squares
method of Thurber [1983, 1993] and
Evans et al. [1994].

P arrival times and S-minus-P times are

inverted for earthquake locations and Vp and Vp/Vs
perturbations. We elected to invert for a 2D velocity model
oriented

normal

to the local

trend

of the SAF

for

several

The shallow low Vp zone northeastof the SAF reported
previouslyby Thurber et al. [1996] is clearly evident (Figure
2a), extending to a depth of about 3 km. It is interpretedto
representthe Hollister trough [Dibblee, 1980]. In addition,a
low Vp zone lies beneaththe SAFST, extendingto about6 km
depth. Most of the seismicitynear the SAF lies 1 to 3 km on
either side of the SAFST, along the edges of two high Vp
bodies. Very little seismic activity is found directly beneath
the SAFST. Another cluster of seismicity lies near the
Calaverasfault (CF) (6 km NE of the SAFST; Figures 1 and 2a).
Strong variations in Vp/Vs are also evident (Figure 2b).
The SAF appearsas a zone of high Vp/Vs, dipping steeplyto
the SW. Most of the seismicity along the SAF lies along the
SW edge of this zone. The central part of the model is
dominatedby a zone of high Vp/Vs (>1.9) that appearsto dip
NE beneath the Diablo Range. Another zone of seismicity
underlies the northeastportion of this Vp/Vs high. Normal
Vp/Vs values appearin the NGR to the SW, consistentwith its
granitic lithology, and in the Diablo Range to the NE, in
agreement with Boore and Hill [1973]. The Vp/Vs model
correlates well with the geologic interpretationof the area by
Dibblee [1980].
A variety of testswere conductedto assessthe robustnessof
the model. In particular, we were concernedthat the sparser
array coverage SW of the SAF might be leading to a
southwestwardbias of the hypocentersnear the SAF. The tests
included: (a) synthesizingand then inverting arrival-time data
sets for hypotheticalearthquakeslocated directly beneaththe
SAFST as well as at a range of SW offsets (1 to 3 km), (b)
inverting the actual data treating the explosionsas if they
were earthquakes (that is, inverting for their locations rather
than holding them fixed), (c) inverting the actual data for the
explosions plus just the southwestern group of earthquakes
(that is, those lying SW of the SAFST) but applying a
constraintto fix the epicentersof these earthquakesto lie at a
particulardistancefrom the SAFST (from 0 to 4 km SW). The
inversions in test (a) recovered the velocity models and
hypocentersquite accurately(velocity valueswithin about 5%,
epicentersgenerally within 100 to 300 m). Thus, if the actual
hypocentershad occurred directly beneath the SAFST, our
inversion procedure would most likely have located them

reasons. The array coverageis elongatedin the fault-normal
direction (Figure 1) and the local geologic structure varies
predominantlyin the same direction. Also, our goal was to
achieve the highest possiblespatialresolutionof the structure
acrossthe fault zone, at the expenseof modeling along-strike
within a few hundred meters of the fault trace. In test (b), the
variability. Futurework will extendthe modelingto 3D.
true
explosionepicenterswere recoveredwith an averageerror
The 2D velocity model had a grid spacingof 1 km near the
of about 200 m; depthserrors averagedabout 500 m. For test
SAFST and 2 to 3 km elsewhere(Figure 2). A finer grid (0.5
(c), we found that the data were fit best when the epicenters
km spacing near the fault) failed to improve the data fit
were constrained to lie about 1.8 km SW of the SAFST, with a
significantly. The 2D Vp model of Thurber et al. [1996],
derived from the inversionof explosionP-wave data, was used 95% confidenceregion extendingfrom 1.5 to 2.1 km SW of
as a startingmodel for the joint inversionfor Vp, Vp/Vs, and the SAFST (determined by an F-test). Taken together, these
hypocenters,assumingan initial Vp/Vs value of 1.90 (inferred test resultsgive us confidencethat our resultsare robust.
from Wadati diagrams). Data usedfor the inversionincluded Discussion and Conclusions
4373

P arrival

times

and 2363

S-minus-P

times

from

77

earthquakesand 13 explosions(Figure 1). Damping values
were selected using a trade-off analysis [Eberhart-Phillips,
1986]. Alternate starting models were also tested; velocity
model results differed only in details in low resolutionareas,
and hypocenterdifferenceswere small (~ 100 to 300 m).
The variance reduction achieved by the inversion after 4
iterations was 56%, with a final root-mean-square(RMS)
misfit of 0.11 s. The P-wave

data were fit better than the S-P

data (RMS of 0.07 s versus 0.19 s). Contours of the resolution
matrix diagonal elements for Vp and Vp/Vs are shown in

Figure 2. Velocity model standarderrorswere about 1 to 3%,
and hypocenteruncertaintiesrangedfrom about20 to 50 m.

We conclude that most of the seismicactivity near the SAF
in the Northern Gabilan Range occursin the depth range of 3
to 7 km in a steeply-dippingzone (~ 70ø SW). Projectedto the

surface,
theplaneof activitylieswithinabout400 m of the
SAFST. Given the 1-km grid spacingand other uncertainties,
the surface projection could certainly intersect the SAFST.
This result provides supportfor the gravity model of Pavoni
[1973] that has a low-density zone extending SW of the
SAFST, and supportsthe findingsof Dorbath et al. [1996] and
Lin and Roecker [1997] that the seismically-defined SAF is
SW-dipping in this region. It is also consistentwith the
suggestionof Unsworth et al. [1997] that the zone of current
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Figure 2. 2D modelsof (a) Vp and (b) Vp/Vs in a planenormalto the San Andreasfault, with earthquakes
included in the inversionindicatedby the circles (magnitudes0.5 to 3.0). Note that the earthquakesare
concentratedin areasadjacentto or beneathhigh Vp/Vs zones. Grid nodesare indicatedby '+' and resolution
contours are shown (0.25 contour interval).

seismicity and the active surfacetrace of the SAF at Parkfield,

CA, are separatedby about 1 km, on oppositesidesof a zone
of low resistivity.
Unsworth et al. [1997] attribute the low resistivity zone
along the SAF at Parkfield to the presenceof fluids. Vp/Vs
structure can also indicate fluid content [O'Connell

and

Budiansky, 1974; Eberhart-Phillipset al., 1995; Julian et al.,
1996]. One might expect to find earthquakeactivity within
high Vp/Vs zones if high fluid pressuresare responsiblefor
the "weakness" of the SAF [Byerlee, 1990; Rice, 1992].

Michelini and McEvilly [1991] found a high Vp/Vs zone
(about 2.0) in the vicinity of the hypocenter of the 1966
Parkfieldearthquake.We find that the main zone of seismicity
lies on the SW edgeof a zone of very high Vp/Vs and low Vp
(Figure 2). High Vp/Vs valuescan be due to lithology (e.g.,
serpentinite[Christensen,1996]). However, the high Vp/Vs
regions in our model cut across substantialVp variations,
making it unlikely that a singlelithology is responsible.Our
preferredinterpretationis that the high Vp/Vs zonesrepresent

fluid-rich regions, where the possible sources include
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metamorphic fluids [Irwin and Barnes, 1975], sediment
dewatering, meteoric water, or fluids rising from the mantle
[Rice, 1992]. The juxtapositionof the high-Vp/Vs zones and
the zones of seismicitysuggestsa direct involvementof fluids
in the faulting process.
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